
CREDIBLE SOURCES ESSAY

What types of sources should I use for writing academic essays? Credible sources are generally texts that can be
trusted and authoritative. The most common credible sources are scholarly journals, conference papers and books
because these have been peer-reviewed (read and approved.

In the age of social media and the internet, some sources are reliable, and others are not. This is an open
source that anyone can add and edit articles; so information may not always be accurate. Google Scholar
displays how many times an academic piece of literature was cited, which is a rough numerical indicator of
how influential the research was. Much of what you'll find in these databases are scholarly and, thus, reliable
sources. The third source I decided to use is a Ebony magazine article about Denzel Washington. With
updated papers published every year. Use databases that aren't influenced by your previous web searches, for
example:. But, a nice. Are you looking for a well-paid job that you would do at the comfort of your home?
Although not always an indication of the writer's credibility, this is another point for consideration. Write
down the call number of the book so that you can find it within your library. This superabundance of
information has made it imperative that citizens learn to judge the reliability of news reports and other sources
of information that is passed along their social networks. They work well for both humanities and scientific
papers. Some topics are relevant whether they've been published in the last year or the last forty years, but
you'll want your sources to be as current as possible. An encyclopedia is generally not a good source of
reference in a paper; rather it can be a starting point in research the topic. Why not hire one of our academic
scholars to provide a research paper with reliable resources for you? Most content on government websites is
written with a strict quality assurance policy, not to spread false news to the citizens of that country. In these
instances, searching for a "brand name" is a good rule of thumb. Books â€” Books are still one of the best
ways to find credible information about a source. Moreover, there are lots of further links and references that
can be useful when doing a research or writing academic papers. Type in keywords related to your topic in the
search field, and see what kinds of literature comes up. Evaluate sources Does the website have an "About Us"
section? It has over 4 million sources available for reference. Also, did you find this source on the tenth page
of Google or the first or second page? Our professional writers have compiled together a list of the top
academic search engines for finding credible sources for research. Did they post a byline , or short bio, at the
end of the article? Reliable sources are always written by well-known and respected authors. Before using one
of these websites, remember, a good fact checking service will use neutral wording and will provide unbiased,
authoritative sources to support their claims. It should be written in an academic formal style and quite
difficult to read. What Makes a Source Credible? It is important to use credible sources in an academic
research paper because your audience will expect you to have backed up your assertions with credible
evidence.


